SUMMARY One hundred and seventy one eyes with intraocular lenses were studied to compare the predictive accuracy of the Fyodorov and Van der Heijde theoretical formulae of the SandersRetzlaff-Kraff (SRK) regression formula. The SRK regression formula was the most accurate. Our personal calculations of the A constants of this formula are given for several types of implants and manufacturers.
Fyodorov and Kolinko2 presented a theoretical formula based on geometrical optics, using keratometry and ecography. Colenbrander,3 Thijssen, 4 Van der Heijde,5 and Binkhorst6 also developed theoretical formulae based on geometrical optics, using theoretical constants in reference to schematic eyes.
Although apparently different, all these formulae are in fact identical and differ only in terms of small correctional factors. They may all be algebraically transformed thus7: VA were recorded on average 9 months after surgery.
The dioptric power of the IOL was calculated according to the following formulae: 
